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Recognizing Geometric Constraints in Human
Demonstrations using Force and Position Signals
Guru Subramani1 , Michael Gleicher2 , and Michael Zinn1

Abstract—This paper introduces a method for recognizing
geometric constraints from human demonstrations using both
position and force measurements. Our key idea is that position
information alone is insufficient to determine that a constraint is
active and reaction forces must also be considered to correctly distinguish constraints from movements that just happen to follow
a particular geometric shape. Our techniques can detect multiple
plane, arc, and line constraints in a single demonstration. Our
method uses the principle of virtual work to determine reaction
forces from force and position data. It fits geometric constraints
locally and clusters these over the whole motion for global
constraint recognition. Experimental evaluations compare our
force and position constraint inference technique with a similar
position only technique and conclude that force measurements
are essential in eliminating false positive detections of constraints
in free space.
Index Terms—Learning from Demonstration, Recognition,
Programming by Demonstration, Constraint Inference, Recognizing Geometry, Constraint Theory, Natural Demonstrations

I. I NTRODUCTION
EOMETRIC constraints, such as the plane of a whiteboard during erasing or the arc of an opening door
frequently occur in tasks. These motions are different from
unconstrained motions as they restrict the available degrees
of freedom, and require different control approaches for
execution on a robot. Recognizing constraints in human
demonstrations is therefore valuable in robot programming by
demonstration (PbD) [1] as ultimately these demonstrations
will be used for robot programming. While current PbD work
uses kinesthetic demonstrations (i.e., users showing the task
by moving the robot), newer approaches consider a more
natural input method of recording the user’s movement as they
perform the task with their hands or a tool. Our goal is to
provide methods for interpreting such natural demonstrations,
specifically to identify the geometric constraints involved.
This paper provides an approach for recognizing geometric
constraints in human demonstrations of tasks. Specifically, our
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Fig. 1. Demonstration containing all constraints in the same plane. The
demonstration involves moving the Constraint Saber along the edge of
the steel sheet, the planar surface and the edge of the bowl consecutively.
Notice that in this demonstration, the demonstrator transitions between
constraints without lifting the Constraint Saber off of the test bed. Our
approach correctly associates samples to their respective constraint. Left
- Shows the Constraint Saber demonstration tool.

methods identify plane, arc and line constraints in recorded
trajectories of tool positions and forces from human movements. Our key insight is that position information alone is
insufficient to determine that a constraint is active. Therefore,
reaction forces must be considered to correctly distinguish
constraints from movements that just happen to follow a
particular geometric shape.
Constrained motion is different from unconstrained motion:
reaction forces from the constraint guide the movement along
a permissible path. For example, simply moving in a straight
line feels different from drawing a line using a straight edge
because the edge can be felt pushing with its reaction forces.
Prior approaches to constraint recognition use only kinematic
information. Therefore, they cannot adequately disambiguate
between unconstrained movements that happen to have the
correct shape from movements whose shape are caused by
a constraint, such as distinguishing line constraints (e.g.,
following a straight edge or pulling a drawer) from more
general planar movements that happen to be straight.
Our approach uses position and force information together
to recognize the constraints active in a demonstration and
exploits the physical properties of constrained motions, specifically the principle of virtual work. Force measurements are
resolved into reaction forces and friction forces to build
constraint frames for all movement samples where applied
forces are present. Local descriptors of the constraints are
identified at each time instance and clustered over the entire
motion to find global constraints.
Our method recognizes plane, line, and arc constraints in
a demonstration, identifying the timing and geometric parameters of each. Experimental validation of the approach was
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performed through numerous demonstrations recorded using
a tool instrumented with motion capture and force sensing,
demonstrating its superiority to a method that uses position
measurements alone.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In robotics, geometric constraint interaction has been explored under different contexts. In situations where a robot is
required to recognize constraints autonomously, Ortenzi et al.
[2] have explored techniques that use the null space of allowable velocities during contact. Work exploring how robots can
learn complicated contact constraints autonomously have been
explored by Levine et al. [3]. However, they do not explore
the recognition of constraints in human demonstrations.
Another approach to constraint recognition in human
demonstrations is C-LEARN by Perez-D’Arpino [4]. In CLEARN, constraints are learned through multiple human
demonstrations. C-LEARN focuses on learning different grasp
approaches and using keyframes to determine their associated
permissible constrained motions such as movement in a plane
or along an axis. Recent work using CHAMP, a parametric model based change point detection system which uses
kinematic information only, have been proposed by Neikum
et al [5]. However these methods do not incorporate force
interaction in their models.
Demonstrations of trajectories under the influence of constraints, represented in the context of null spaces, have been
explored by Lin et al. [6]. This method utilizes kinematic
information to identify constraints but does not handle multiple
types of constrained motions in the same trajectory.
Contact detection in compliant motions has been explored
by Meeussen et al. [7] In their work the notion of principle contacts (PC) are identified between two different
polyhedral objects. Demonstrations containing compliant motions(constrained motions) are modeled as multiple PCs and
identified using particle filters. They determine the contact
state of the tool with a known object in the environment over
the motion. While local contact states are determined, this
method does not provide estimates of the geometry of the
environment.
Many methods are available to fit geometry to points such as
the Hough transform [8], but these methods are not suitable for
trajectories because they do not take advantage of the ordered
continuous stream of points and there are not enough points to
reliably fit geometry with a sample consensus based method.
To summarize, the above methods do not either incorporate
force measurements or explicitly determine the geometric
constraints in the motion. This paper incorporates force measurements for global explicit constraint inference.
III. A PPROACH
Our approach uses both force and position trajectories and
the principle of virtual work to recognize geometric constraints
in human demonstrations. An overview is shown in figure 2.
The ordered steps are as follows:
1. Preprocess position and force signals and transform force
signals to the global frame of reference.

2. Extract constraint frames by resolving reaction force and
friction force.
4. Fit local plane, line and arc constraints using windows of
constraint frames.
5. Cluster similar plane, line and arc constraints over entire
trajectory.
6. Disambiguate and select from plane, line and arc constraints.
7. Fit recognized constraints.
Prior to describing the details of our approach, the underlying theory behind point contact constrained motions are
described next.
IV. P HYSICS BASED C ONSTRAINT M ODELING
When forces are applied to a constrained body, it experiences reaction forces from these constraints. The principle of
virtual work resolves forces into constraint reaction forces and
forces along the direction of motion such as frictional forces.
Constraint reaction forces must be orthogonal to the motion of
the object. While conceptualizing how point contact reaction
forces act on a body is intuitive, it is not trivial to explain why
a particular constraint produces reaction forces in particular
directions. We develop this idea below.
A. Principle of Virtual Work for Constraint Interactions
Consider an object constrained at a point p= (x, y, z) ∈ R3
by a constraint Φ : R3 ⇒ Rk such that Φ (p) = 0.1
Let an applied force f ∈ R3 act on the body. If we assume
that inertial forces are negligible, the reaction force f r and
friction force f µ are given as:
f = fr+ fµ

(1)

If the velocity of the point p moving under constraint
equations Φ(p) = 0 is v ∈ R3 , then from the principle of virtual
work [9]:
f r ·v = 0

(2)

Assuming that the friction force opposes the contact velocity, and thus is collinear to the velocity vector, force f can be
resolved as friction force f µ and reaction force f r :
f µ = ( f · v̂v)v̂v

(3)

fr = f − fµ

(4)

where (ˆ·) represents a unit vector. Using the velocity, force and
position, a constraint frame Fp is defined, with basis vectors
v̂v, fˆr and v̂v × fˆr at position p of the point contact.
If the variation of p is ∂ p then the admissible variations of
p under Φ (p) = 0 must satisfy:
∂ pT

∂Φ
=0
∂p

(5)

Equation 2 can be rewritten in variational form:
∂ pT fr = 0
1 We

denote vectors and and matrices with bold symbols.

(6)
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of our method. Stage 1 - Signals are preprocessed, Stage 2 - Constraint frames are defined where applicable over
the entire signal, Stage 3 - Local geometry is fit at every constraint frame, Stage 4 - Local geomery is clustered for each constraint type, Stage 5 Cluster labels are consolidated, Stage 6 - Geometry is fit globally.

Using Lagrange multiplier theorem, similar to the approach
used by Huag [10], Combining equations 5 and 6:
∂Φ T
λ + fr = 0
∂p
Rk

(7)
∂Φ
∂p

where λ ∈
are the Lagrange multipliers. Note:
is size
k × 3 and λ is size k × 1.
Equation 7 is important because it provides a direct relationship between the constraint reaction force fr and the constraint
equations Φ (p) = 0. As shown in the following section, any set
of constraint equations can essentially be ‘plugged in’ equation
7 to retrieve the permissible reaction forces. Note that the
Lagrange multipliers λ take any value that satisfy equation 7.
B. Reaction forces for Geometric Constraints
The geometric constraints considered are line, arc and plane
constraints. When a rigid body is point constrained to one of
these constraints, it experiences reaction forces and a reduction
in its degrees of freedom. The geometric models used here
are common and can be found in most textbooks on vector
calculus [11].
1) Plane Constraint: The equation of a plane can be
represented by:
Φ ( p ) = ax + by + cz + d = 0

(8)

where a,b,c,d ∈ R
Using equation 7 and 8, the relationship between the constraint equations and its corresponding reaction forces are:
i
∂Φ h
= a b c
∂p
h
iT h i
λ1
fr = a b c
The normal n of the plane defined by equation 8 is
< a, b, c > This immediately leads to the result:
fˆr = n̂

(9)

Equation 9 shows that the constraint reaction force of the plane
is always directed along the normal to the plane.

2) Line Constraint: The line constraint can be represented
by the symmetric equations of a line:
x − x0
y − y0
z − z0
=
=
l1
l2
l3

(10)

where the tangent vector t = (l1 , l2 , l3 ) ∈ R3 is the direction
of the line and p = (x0 , y0 , z0 ) ∈ R3 is a point on the line.
Rearranging equation 10:
Φ ( p ) 1 = (x − x0 ) l2 − (y − y0 ) l1 = 0,

(11)

Φ ( p ) 2 = (z − z0 ) l2 − (y − y0 ) l3 = 0

(12)

Applying equation 7 to the line equations 11 and 12, the
constrained reaction force contributed by this constraint is
given by:
"
#T " #
l2 −l1 0
λ1
fr =
(13)
0 −l3 l2
λ2
Equation 13 provides the permissible values of f r . As f r
is a sum of two linear independent vectors, the constraint
reaction force spans the plane perpendicular to the tangent of
the line.
3) Arc Constraint: The arc constraint is represented by the
intersection of the sphere and plane that contain the arc.
Φ 1 ( p ) = (x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 + (z − z0 )2 − r2 = 0
Φ 2 ( p ) = ax + by + cz + d = 0

(14)
(15)

where the center and radius of the sphere are C = (x0 , y0 , z0 ) ∈
R3 and r ∈ R respectively. Using the same development:
"
#
∂Φ
2(x − x0 ) 2(y − y0 ) 2(z − z0 )
=
a
b
c
∂p
"
#T " #
2(x − x0 ) 2(y − y0 ) 2(z − z0 )
λ1
fr =
a
b
c
λ2

(16)

Similarly to the line case, the constraint reaction force spans a
plane perpendicular to n= ha, b, ci passing through the center
of the circle. Note: This plane containing the reaction force
vector has a normal vector produced by the cross product:
∂ Φ1
∂ Φ2
∂ p and ∂ p .
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C. Parameterizations of Planes, Lines and Arcs

Stage 3: Determining local constraint geometry

For a representation of a constraint to be useful, a uniquely
identifiable one must be selected. We list the parameterizations
chosen for each constraint type below:
1) Plane Constraint: The definition of the plane, given by
equation 8 is parameterized by (a, b, c, d). This is inconvenient
as multiple (a, b, c, d) can represent the same plane. Instead,
the unit normal vector n̂ and the distance of the plane to the
origin d are used as the plane constraint representation.
2) Line Constraint: The line is parameterized with the unit
tangent vector tˆ and the point on the line c p ∈ R3 closest to
the origin. This is given by:

In this stage, all defined constraint types (i.e., plane, line
and arc) are fit to the measured position and force data locally
at each well defined constraint frame. This provides a local
description of the constraint. The proposed fitting methods
are all least squares approximations as the errors in our
measurements are Gaussian distributed.
1) Fitting Planes: A plane is represented uniquely by a
plane normal and a point on the plane. To fit a plane, the
normal reaction force and the point of contact are used as
the normal and the point on the plane respectively. Over a
local window about the sample of interest, gaussian weighted
average of the reaction force fˆr represents the plane normal
vector. Note that this is equivalent to applying a gaussian
kernel to a signal as done in low pass filtering. Using the
local estimate of the normal reaction force and a similar
weighted average of the position of the tool tip, a local plane
is constructed. For a unique representation of this plane, the
distance of the plane d and the unit normal of the plane fˆr are
used.
2) Fitting lines: To fit a line, position measurements need
only be used. A gaussian windowed SVD performs the fit
(detail in appendix B). The final parameterization of the line
is the tangent vector and a point on the line.
3) Fitting Arcs: The arc fitting procedure is accomplished
using a nonlinear least squares fit(detail in appendix C). The
arc parameters are the center C, the radius r and the normal
of the plane n̂ containing the arc.
The result from this stage is a stream of labels containing
fit parameters for each constraint type for all well defined
constraint frame samples over the complete demonstration.

cp = q −

q · t̂t
t̂t
t̂t · t̂t

(17)

where q ∈ R3 is any point on the line.
3) Arc Constraint: The arc is parameterized with the center
C, radius r and the normal vector n̂ of the plane containing
the arc.
V. D ETAILED OVERVIEW OF A PPROACH
Our approach uses both position and force information to
identify local descriptions of the signals and cluster these over
the complete task. An overview of our approach is shown in
figure 2.
Stage 1: Preliminary signal preprocessing and calibration
To mitigate the effects of sensor noise and to prevent
signal aliasing, the position and force measurements are resampled and filtered. Gravitational effects are removed by
compensating for tool weight. Finally, the tool tip forces
are transformed to the global coordinate frame using the
orientation measurements.
Stage 2: Determining Constraint Frames across the Demonstration
The purpose of this stage is to determine where the constraints occur in the demonstration. The reaction and frictional
forces are computed by using an estimate of the tool tip
velocity and force measurements using equations 3 and 4. The
reaction force and friction force combine to form the constraint
frame Fp , a local description of the constraint at the point of
contact. There are two situations where the constraint frame
is not well defined:
• At locations where the velocity is approximately zero the tool tip must be moving and its position measurements
free of excessive noise.
• At locations where reaction forces do not exist - the
computed reaction force is smaller than sensor noise.
Samples where the reaction force is zero correspond to
the absence of a constraint and are ignored. Locations where
the velocity is effectively zero are unusable because it is
impossible to resolve the measured forces into reaction forces
and friction forces.

Stage 4: Clustering
Local parameters of each constraint type are clustered over
the entire task. The procedure clusters local constraints into
larger groups and removes outliers and noise. These larger
groups of similar parameters represent global constraints.
Our dataset contains unit vectors, euclidean points and
simple scalars called features. Like all clustering methods,
if features used to cluster are of vastly different units or
type, clustering will provide poor results. Ideally providing
a different distance metric for each feature type is preferable.
Also, the number of clusters is unknown before hand.
To meet these clustering requirements, a custom method
referred to as the Tiered DBSCAN clustering algorithm was
developed. The conventional DBSCAN [12] [13] algorithm
is augmented with a tiered approach so it is suitable for
clustering datasets with features of different types including
unit vectors, scalars or euclidian coordinates. Alternatively,
one might try to weight these features and develop a common
metric but determining effective weights for each feature type
is challenging.
Tiered DBSCAN clusters in stages, using a new feature at
every stage. The clusters from the previous stage are subdivided using a new feature to create sub-clusters. As DBSCAN
can remove outliers effectively, many of the sub-clusters from
higher tiers are rejected after successive stages of clustering.
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Please see algorithm 2 in appendix A and figure 4 for further
details. The two parameters for DBSCAN are min-points the number of points required to form a cluster and eps - the
minimum distance points need to be to successfully cluster.
DBSCAN also allows specification of custom distance metrics
apart from the L2 norm. Min-points is set considering the
smallest possible number of points that would be considered
a cluster. Eps is set depending on the measurement noise and
associated fitting errors. The order of clustering is chosen
empirically but follows intuition: features that cluster more
reliably and reject noise should be preferred first. For example,
clustering plane normal vectors before plane distance is better
because the normal force measurement is more reliable than
the plane distance estimate.
Figure 3 shows the features, corresponding metric and
DBSCAN parameters at each tier for each type of geometric constraint. The result of the clustering procedure is a
signal/stream of labels for each constraint type. Note that
clustering for each constraint type is performed individually.
Each cluster recognized by Tiered DBSCAN represents
an individual constraint. The clustering procedure creates
constraint label streams over time for each constraint type.
At locations where constraints were not detected, the stream
labels take no value.
Stage 5: Consolidating Plane, Line and Arc labels
The clustering procedure creates three labeled data
streams/signals, each corresponding to a constraint type. To

Feature

Metric

eps

min_samples

Unit Normal Force

Magnitude of
cross product

0.02

10

Plane
Plane Distance
Unit Tangent
Vector
Line

Closest Point to
Origin
Center

Arc

Radius
Unit Normal of
Plane

L2 norm distance 0.05(m)
Magnitude of
cross product

0.02

10
50

L2 norm distance 0.02(m)

10

L2 norm distance 0.01(m)

10

Magnitude of
cross product

0.02

10

Fig. 3. Various metrics for each feature type corresponding to each
constraint. The features are clustered in decreasing order of reliability
to DBSCAN clustering.

Fig. 4. Shows the clustering procedure by Tiered DBSCAN. Clustering
is performed in stages where each level represents clustering with a
specific feature and its corresponding metric. This is useful for datasets
with different types of features, like unit vectors and euclidian points.
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consolidate these streams into a single stream, disambiguation
heuristics and the Proximity Weighted Selection Filter are
applied. The heuristics are as follows:
H1 Plane Check: For each plane cluster, the positions and
forces are checked for consistency with the recognized
plane. A plane using the points contained in the cluster
are fit to recover a normal vector. This normal vector
is checked for consistency with the average constraint
reaction force, using the magnitude of the cross product
between the two. This heuristic helps eliminate line
constraints detected as planes, as a very straight line
would most likely provide a plane inconsistent with the
reaction force vector.
H2 Arc Check: Arc labels where a plane and arc are simultaneously detected are ignored. As an arc constraint
will most probably have different constraint reaction
forces than a plane, the plane is preferred when both are
detected.
These heuristics deal with degenerate cases where the
constraint is ambiguous. Note that in both these cases either
constraint is physically possible but in practice the heuristic
captures the real constraint.
After applying the heuristics, the Proximity Weighted Selection Filter combines these three label streams to form one
stream of labels. The filter assumes that at a particular sample
the probability of a label depends on the density of that label
about the sample of interest. The filter uses a gaussian to
weight points closer to the sample more than those further
away. Please refer to algorithm 1 in appendix A.
Stage 6: Fitting constraints
The points corresponding to each constraint are used to
fit their respective constraint. At this point, the constraint
type, the parameters associated with the constraints and the
associated samples of each constraint are identified.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
The performance of the developed constraint recognition
method was evaluated using a dedicated apparatus containing
a constraint recognition instrument, the Constraint Saber and
a custom testbed. The Constraint Saber has motion capture
markers and an ATI Mini40 force torque sensor. While the
force torque sensor can measure forces and moments, force
measurements are only used. The testbed was designed to
include multiple examples of each constraint type (i.e., plane,
line and arc) with various levels of frictional resistance varied
through the use of different materials and rolling element
bearings.
The Constraint Saber, shown in Figure 6 contains a force
torque sensor to measure forces and motion capture markers to
track its position in space. The Constraint Saber interacts with
the environment through a steel tool tip to guarantee point
contacts with the environment and ensure that moments are
not applied to the environment. Note that all items that move
with the constraint saber tool tip have a notch to guarantee
consistent contact. Other tools may be attached to the end of
the Constraint Saber and this is explored in section VI-D.
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TP
Experiment
1. Only plane
constraints
Force 2. Only line
and constraints
Position 3. Only arc
constraints
4. Random
5. Flat Tool
Only
6. Random
Position

Missed

FP
planes # lines #

arcs #

Total
total # total %

#

Recall Precision

#

#

116

1

1

1

3

5

4.27

117

0.99

0.96

117

0

2

0

0

2

1.71

117

1.00

0.98

103

5

12

1

8

21

19.44

108

0.95

0.83

208
100

23
0

15
1

0
0

0
2

15
3

6.49
3.00

231
100

0.90
1.00

0.93
0.97

201

30

125

1

15

141

61.04

231

0.87

0.59

Fig. 5. Experimental results shown. TP - True Positives, detects the right constraint at the correct location, FP - False Positives, FPs are situations
when the method detects a constraint but none exists at the detected location, Precision indicates how well the method is robust against detecting
false positives (Larger is better). Recall indicates how well the method identifies the constraints. Missed indicates the number of constraints that
were not detected. Total indicates the total number of constraint in the demonstrations. Notice the position only method has a smaller precision
when compared to the position and force method.

Examples include a plane constraint detected where a line
constraint should be or a plane constraint detected in a location
where no constraint exists. In our experiments we use four
metrics:
• TP: Number of correctly detected constraints - True
Positives
• FP: Number of incorrectly detected constraints - False
Positives
• PPV: = TP/(TP + FP) - Precision, Positive Predictive
Value
• Recall: = TP/(Total number of actual constraints)
Precision is an efficient metric to evaluate this kind of recognition as it describes how well the method is robust against
detecting false positives. Recall provides a measure of how
well constraints are identified. As we will see, detection is not
as difficult as preventing a false detection.
A. Single Constraint Type Recognition
Fig. 6. 1. Shows the test bed containing plane, line and arc constraints.
2. Shows the Constraint Saber. The constraint Saber has motion capture
markers to track its position and a FT sensor to measure forces. 3. An
alternative tool for edge and plane constraint interaction (Flat Tool).

In a typical demonstration, a demonstrator uses the constraint saber to interact with the available constraints on
the testbed. Such demonstrations contain multiple constraint
interactions of different types where transitions can occur
between constraint types or between a constraint type and free
space.
Experimental evaluations are performed with two demonstrators. For each evaluation, (an approximately) equal number
of trials are performed by each demonstrator. An expert
catalogues the number of true and false positive constraint
detections: a true positive occurs when a constraint is detected
correctly, i.e. the location and type of constraint are correctly
identified, a false positive occurs when a constraint is detected
in a location where that particular constraint does not exist.

The algorithm’s performance is evaluated in situations
where only one type of constraint appears in a demonstration.
In such a demonstration, the demonstrator uses the constraint
saber to interact with a particular type of constraint such as
only line constraints. This experiment contains 39, 39 and 36
trials of 3 plane, 3 line and 3 arc constraints respectively.
A summary of the results are given in figure (table) 5, row 13. The precision of the identified plane, line and arc constraints
are 0.96, 0.98 and 0.83 respectively. The recall numbers for
the same are 0.99, 1 and 0.95. The arc is the most difficult
to recognize, particularly in cases where the ratio of the arclength to radius is small or when the radial forces applied are
low.
B. Multiple Constraint Type Recognition
Our approach is evaluated in situations where multiple
constraint types occur in a single demonstration. See figure 1.
The demonstrators interact with constraints on the test bed and
are directed to perform 2 planar, 2 arc and 2 line constraints
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in a demonstration. Our method’s performance is evaluated
by recording 39 trials containing 6 constraints each from two
different demonstrators(20 and 19 each).
A summary of the results are given in figure (table) 5,
row 4. The precision was 0.93 while the recall was 0.90 for
this experiment. In these experiments the majority of false
positives were due to arc constraints falsely detected as plane
constraints.
C. Position only approach evaluation
From the experimental results described above, it is clear
that the performance of our method is reasonably good.
However it is important to assess its performance relative to
a method that uses only position (kinematic) information. To
make a fair comparison, our approach is adapted to function
with only position measurements making minimal changes.
The position only approach uses the gaussian weighted
windowed SVD to estimate the local plane normal vector.
(Instead of the normal force vector - which is not available.)
The most significant difference is due to the absence of the
reaction force measurement and its use in identifying active
constraints. In the position-only approach, this step is not
possible and thus all samples must be considered for constraint
detection. Other than these differences, the other elements of
the position only approach are identical.
Using the position-only approach we perform demonstrations described in section VI-B. While the recall value (0.87)
is similar to the force and position method, the precision is
low (0.59). The position only method correctly labels 201
constraints out of 231 constraints, while also detecting an
additional 141 false positives. This is captured by the low
precision (PPV: 0.59) which is significantly less than the forces
and position approach (PPV: 0.93). A summary of the results
is provided in figure (table)5, row 6.
The position only approach detects plane constraints in
locations where constraints do not exist. Figure 7 shows an
example of incorrect detection of a planar constraint in free
space by the position only approach.
In conclusion, the large false positive rate is contributed by
the lack of sufficient information i.e., the absence of forces.
While the position only method correctly identifies motions
contained in fictitious planes in free space, these planes are not
constraints as a constraint physically requires force interaction.
D. Alternative tooling
The experiments described above use a tool with a single
point of contact. However, our approach can be applied to
other contact geometries. To test this, we developed a flat tool
that attaches to the constraint saber (Figure 6). Our methods
provide constraints relative to a specific point of reference
on the tool, and require knowledge of the geometry of the
tool in order to provide precise positions for the inferred
constraints. To test the performance of the methods with this
tool an experiment was conducted with two different people
performing 12 and 13 trials of 2 planar and 2 line constraints
each. Accuracy for these tests was very high (Precision: 0.97,
Recall: 1.0).

Fig. 7. The position only approach detects planes in free space while the
force and position approach does not.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Our constraint recognition method is effective at identifying
constraints. Reaction force information significantly improves
constraint recognition when position information is insufficient
to disambiguate between constraint types. Reaction force
information provides valuable information about the existence
of a constraint.
The approach outlined in this article uses local information
over windows and tries to cluster this information globally
over the entire motion. This is an effective way of processing
demonstrations. It also shows a way of detecting parametric
models over demonstrations like lines, planes and arcs.
The methods in this paper consider only force information,
not moments. This creates a limitation in the kinds of constraints that can be recognized. Moments are important for
some constraints, such as turning a door knob or pushing with
a tool. Therefore, a more general solution to the constraint
recognition problem would require accounting for moments.
While the general approach of this paper may apply, a different
mathematical framework would be required to extend our
methods to fully consider moments. We consider this an
interesting avenue for future work.
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A PPENDIX A
A LGORITHMS

Algorithm 1 Proximity Weighted Selection Filter
Consider m discrete sequences of length n that take values
from an un-ordered set labels with l elements.
1: sig mat is an n × m matrix of input sequences
2: prob mat := 0 n×l
3: consolidated signal := empty length n sequence
4: for k ∈ 1, 2...l do
5:
for i ∈ 1, 2...n do
6:
for j ∈ 1, 2...m do
7:
if labels[k] == sig mat[i, j] then
8:
prob mat[i, k] := prob mat[i, k] + 1
9:
prob mat[:, k] := gaussian f ilter(prob mat[:, k])
10: for i ∈ 1, 2...n do
11:
label id := max index(prob mat[i, :])
12:
consolidated signal[i] := labels[label id]
13: consolidated signal is the required filtered signal

Algorithm 2 Tiered DBSCAN
DBSCAN parameters: min-points, eps and distance metric.
1: clusters := [data]
. Single cluster containing all data
2: for each f eature in f eatures:
3:
current cluster set := [ ]
4:
for each cluster in clusters:
:=
5:
sub clusters
DBSCAN(cluster,
f eature.metric, f eature.eps, f eature.min samples)
6:
append sub clusters to current cluster set
7:
clusters := current cluster set
8: clusters is the list of required clusters.

A PPENDIX B
W EIGHTED SVD FOR PLANE AND LINE ESTIMATES
Lines or planes can be fit using the weighted SVD technique
elaborated by Shakarji’s et al. [14] . Consider a set of N points
p1 , p2 ...pN where each pi = (xi , yi , zi ) ∈ R3 , with corresponding positive weights w1 , w2 ...wi ...wN ∈ R. A point on the plane
(line) is given by the weighted centroid
p=

∑Ni=1 wi pi
∑Ni=1 wi

and the normal (tangent) vector to the plane (line) is the
right singular vector that corresponds to the smallest (largest)
singular value in the singular value decomposition of the N ×3
matrix given by:
√

w1 (pT1 − pT )
√

 w2 (pT2 − pT ) 


M=
..

.


√
wN (pTN − pT )

A PPENDIX C
L EAST SQUARES REGRESSION FOR ARC ESTIMATES
Consider a set of N points as in the previous section.
The procedure to fit an arc is to first find the best fit plane
containing the points then to use nonlinear least squares to
fit the arc in that plane and finally transform back. The
best fit plane is obtained using SVD and a corresponding
inverse rotation matrix RT , R ∈ SO3 is found. The points are
transformed into the plane by:
p̃ = RT (p − p)
Consider p̃ as a 2 × 1 matrix ignoring the z component. The
radius r and center C = RC̃ are given by:
2
 
 2
N
2
−r
p̃i − C̃
arg min ∑ wi
C̃,r i=1
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